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The Genesee Valley yields a rich harvest of produce; the most well known is the upstate apple in its

many varieties. In Applehood and Motherpie, there are many recipes that feature the apple to its

fullest potential, in all types of cookery. Inducted into the McIlhenny Hall of Fame, an award given

for book sales that exceed 100,000 copies. This unique version of a longstanding cookbook now

comes in a 3 Ring binder style version, which has a flip back edge that allows the book to stand on

its own.
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Applehhood and Motherpie is my favorite cookbook. Every recipe that I have made has become a

family favorite. Everytime I have guests over, and I serve a dish from this book, I am asked for the

recipe. Applehood and Motherpie offers quick and easy meals for the worn out mother or working

woman. It also offers elegant and dazzling meals that are easy to follow for the more special events.

My mother has been using this cookbook since it was published in the early '80s. The recipes go

from quick and easy family pleasers to elegant evening fair. Some of the recipes are still weekly

meals in not only my mom's house, but my own too!! We were so excited to find it here! Now it's not

only graces my mother and my cookbook libraries, but we also give it as shower and wedding

presents! Everyone should own this cookbook! It is the best ever!

I have brought many of these dishes, salads etc. to parties & showers. People are always are

asking for the recipes and complimenting these delicious and different recipes. One of my favorites



is for a fast, easy salad of romaine lettuce, strawberries, onions with a wonderful poppyseed

dressing.

I love the cover of this book - it flips out and creates an easel for the book to lean on. Ingenious! I

have prepared many recipes from this book and have loved most all of them. I like their "little red

apple", which flags recipes that the editors and recipe testers thought were especially good. Like all

Junior League cookbooks, you get the feeling that you have raided the best dishes from the recipe

boxes of many people.

This is a cookbook that is a household staple in Upstate New York. I remember seeing the familiar

green binder in many kitchens throughout my childhood, and my mother purchased me my own

copy when I was in college. Having grown up on an apple farm, many of the apple recipes were a

feature of my childhood. The pepperoni bread is also frequently requested at family parties, and the

pumpkin bread and fruit cobbler recipes (I usually make the cobbler with peaches) always receive

tons of compliments and recipe requests. Another plus feature is how the binding bends in order to

become its own recipe stand. What another reviewer pointed out is true- most of these recipes are

not low fat or low calorie. I prefer to use this cookbook when making recipes for entertaining and

parties, when I am not as concerned about those factors.

I have successfully used recipes from this wonderful book ever since its publication. Upstate New

Yorkers know how to cook!

My mother gave me a copy of Applehood & Motherpie after she became worried I was going to steal

hers. This 320 page paperback is NOT a beautiful cookbook (no pictures, green text on white

pages), but it contains some of my favorite childhood recipes:Canoe Crab DipChili CaseosoSusan's

Mushroom CroustadesGrandma Ada's Orange RollsApple Cheese TorteAnd the recipe for

Strawberry and Onion Salad with Poppyseed dressing is worth the price alone. I would not

recommend this cookbook as a gift, but I would recommend it to anyone with ties to Upstate New

York looking for a new, old school all-purpose cookbook.

I have had this cookbook for at least 10 years, maybe more. I have used many recipes, but I do

have my favorites. It's worth buying the book just for the Senator Russell Sweet Potatoes recipe. I

make this every year for Thanksgiving, and even my husband, who won't eat anything else mashed,



and my oldest son, who doesn't like mashed OR nuts, love this dish. I serve it with the turkey, even

though it can be a dessert. If there are leftovers, they are gone the next day... Also a favorite is the

Brunch Casserole. There are great recipes for quiche, and even, believe it or not, apple pie! You

won't be sorry if you buy this for yourself or as a gift. :0)
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